
THE GATE OF STARS 

 
Once every hundred years, the constellations align. Moons and stars rumble slowly into place amid the 
clattering mechanisms of the firmament. As the Great Conjunction nears, the magic of the Realmgates 
billows into towering thunderheads, and shrieking flocks of birds fly backwards across skies that 
shimmer between night and day. The very air sings with power; the sands of time pause, their grains 
hanging in midair like glinting amber jewels.  

Finally, with a rolling boom that can be heard even in high Sigmaron, the alignment is reached. 
Azyrite energies surge in a glowing river of light, and the Gate of Stars yawns wide.  

No conventional portal is this, but a vast Realmgate that exists in four separate places at once. None 
know where the Gate of Stars will open, save that it always links four previously separate locations.  

During the Age of Myth, this conjunction was an exciting and joyous event, as nations and cultures 
divided by impossible distances found themselves suddenly neighbours for a time. Trade flowed with 
abundance and wisdom and secrets were exchanged. Of course, the occasional skirmish might break 
out, when incompatible peoples were thrust together, but with Sigmar’s pantheon watching 
benevolently from on high, these matters never became serious.  

Since the Age of Chaos began, the Great Conjunction has become a thing of terror. None know precisely 
when the Gate of Stars will open, but when it does now, it draws together war-torn empires and armies 
of killers. Raging battles erupt all across the conjoined regions as those who thought their enclaves 
safe find invading armies swarming about their walls. The fires of war rage across the joined lands, 
and the death toll rises by the hour.  

Yet the opening of the Gate of Stars is also a time of great opportunity for those with the wit to seize it. 
Great riches can be plundered from the strongholds of the foe. Strange and mystical places are 
revealed beyond the veil of reality, tombs and temples filled with powerful magics waiting to be 
harnessed. Many are the warlords who have leapt at the chance to spread their conquests through the 
Gate of Stars. Some find eternal glory and riches beyond their wildest dreams. For the rest, only 
madness and death await, stranded in a realm far from their own when the Gate eventually shudders 
closed once more.  

Now is the hour when the Gate of Stars yawns wide, connecting the regions of Khorvross, Daleshin, 
Naelmar and Atralium. Already, scouts are pouring through the Gate, seeking signs of riches and of 
massing enemy armies. Yet this time, something is different. The Great Conjunction endures a strain of 
energies it was never meant to channel. Sigmar’s Tempest lashes across the borders of space and time, 
even as the raw power of Chaos pushes back against it. None can say what effect such a mystical 
conflict will have upon the Gate of Stars, but all know they must act quickly if they wish to seize this 
chance for power, and avoid ignominious death at their enemies’ hands…   
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CAMPAIGN RULES 

Welcome to the Gate of Stars map campaign! This campaign will run for a number of months and 
will determine whether the Alliances of Order, Chaos, Destruction or Death successfully conquer 
the lands joined by the Gate of Stars.  

The idea behind this campaign is that it will reward every aspect of your hobby, so players can earn 
Campaign Victory Points (CVP) for their Alliance not only by playing lots of games of Age of Sigmar, 
but also by collecting Warscroll Battalions, painting up warscrolls’ worth of models, or even 
building and painting pieces of scenery. Basically, so long as you’re getting involved, you’re likely to 
be doing something awesome for your Alliance.  

First, before setting out the campaign rules, I’m going to reiterate the Most Important Rule of this 
campaign: everyone taking part should be enjoying themselves! It would be easy, when caught up 
in the heat of wanting that crucial win for your Alliance, to get a bit ‘enthusiastic’ about the size of 
your army or the way in which you play. Just remember that, while AoS is quite an open system, 
this is meant to be fun for all, so please try not to take advantage of that fact. If in doubt, check with 
your opponent to make sure they are ok with things like army selection, unit sizes, amounts of units 
summoned and what have you – so long as you’re both in agreement and enjoying yourselves, you 
shouldn’t go too far wrong!  

With that out the way, read on to discover how the Gate of Stars Campaign works.  

 

THE BASICS 

This is a map based campaign with a ‘Game Master’ (that’s me). The map has 12 different 
locations, that are detailed further on through the rules. Players’ games represent battles in and 
around these locations, vying for control not only of the locations themselves but of the supply lines 
around them, crucial defensive sites guarding their approaches, and whatever else you can imagine. 
Each location conquered at the end of a month awards Campaign Victory Points (CVP) to the 
Alliance who control it, as well as giving that Alliance’s players a little bonus in their games for the 
coming month.  

Players will also be able to earn CVP for collecting and painting, and even for writing short bits of 
fiction if they want to. The details of all that can be found further through these rules.  

At the end of the Campaign, the Alliance with the highest total CVP wins!  

At the start of each month, a Campaign Newsletter will wing its way to your inboxes. This will give 
you the following information: 

- The Plot: What’s happening around the Gate of Stars this month, from a narrative point of 
view. 

- Monthly Special Rules: Some months may have a bonus special rule or two to reflect the 
exciting developments in the region. There may even be unusual Challenge Games set in some 
of the smaller locations around the map, and offering the chance to win unusual bonuses for 
your Alliance or yourself.  

- Leaderboard: Each month the newsletter will reveal the CVP scores of each Alliance, showing 
who is rising to victory, and who is trailing in defeat.  

- There may be more information on the newsletters some months, but you’ll have to wait and 
see what that might be…  
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Once the Newsletter has landed, the Campaign kicks off for the month. It runs until the last working 
day of each month, and I’ll try to send an email reminder when there’s only a couple of days left. 
When the Campaign month finishes, I will total things up and get the next newsletter ready.  

 

PLAYING CAMPAIGN GAMES – RISE OF THE WARLORDS 

Every campaign game you play will earn your Alliance a number of Dominance Points (DP) that get 
applied to one of the 12 locations on the map. You’ve got to be the Alliance with the most DP on 
that location that month to capture it. Your Alliance also has to score at least the location’s DP 
Threshold to capture it; this is to stop people just sniping empty locations at the end of the month.  

To play a campaign game, you need the following.  

- An army consisting of at least 3 Warscrolls, one of which must be a Hero. (The models don’t 
HAVE to be painted, but then, you also don’t HAVE to wear trousers in public – it’s just that 
everyone else would prefer you to…)  

- A willing opponent from one of the other Alliances. If you want to play larger games with 
several players a side or multiple players from different Alliances, that’s just fine, but please 
don’t make teams that mix players from more than one Alliance. That way lies madness.  

Once you have these things, the players should decide which of the 12 locations they are 
fighting over. A full list of locations can be found below, and will also be available on a separate 
doc showing the Dominance Points of each Alliance at each location as the month goes on.  

If both players would like to fight in the same location, all is well. If the players want to fight for 
different locations, both should roll a D6, re-rolling ties. The player who rolls highest gets to choose 
which location is being fought for.  

Once your location is determined, have a quick discussion with your opponent to determine any 
further parameters for the game.  

- Choose a Battleplan to play (the Campaign Newsletter may suggest a number of Battleplans 
that fit the narrative theme for the month, but that doesn’t mean you can’t play anything you 
want if you’d both rather).  

- Decide whether you’re applying any of the Time of War rules to your game. Depending on 
where the location is that you’re fighting over on the map, there might be an obvious Time of 
War that fits, but again it is up to the players to decide what they want to do.  

- Set up your battlefield: if you can theme your scenery a bit towards the map location that 
you’re fighting over, so much the better, but so long as you’re both happy with the setup then 
that’s fine.  

You now play the game, roll lots of dice, and have a thoroughly marvellous time. That’s the easiest 
bit of the lot.  

Once you complete your game, it's time to determine how many DP you scored for your Alliance at 
that location. This is pretty straightforward.  

- Check to see how many units were used in the game. Add up the total number used by both 
players, IGNORING any summoned units - they don’t count. To clarify, characters, monsters, 
war machines etc DO count as units.  
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- If there were 10 or fewer units used in total, the winner scores 5 DP and the loser scores 2.  

- If there were 11-20 units used in total, the winner scores 10 DP and the loser scores 4. 

- If there were 21 or more units used in total, the winner scores 15 DP and the loser scores 7.  

- Each player scores 1 bonus DP if they killed the enemy General, and 1 bonus DP if they 
played with an army that is fully painted and based. 

- In the case of a drawn game, or one that ran out of time and can’t be completed, both players 
count as the loser and score points accordingly.  

Once you have worked out how many DP you each scored, decide which player is informing the 
GM (me). Please ensure that only one player gives me the info, as it gets really confusing if both 
players report a game. To report the game just drop me an email (please do this by email not just 
telling me, as my memory is about as useful as a cardboard flamethrower at the best of times, so 
just telling me in passing is a great way to not get your points…)  

The email needs the following info: 

- Who played (Name and Alliance) 

- What location was fought over 

- How many DP each player scored.  

I will then update the DP on that location, which - as I mentioned earlier - will be easily found on a 
Locations and DP doc which players can check at any time. I’ll do my best to keep it updated as the 
month goes on, so you should be able to see how well your Alliance is doing at each location with a 
quick glance at the doc, then decide where you want to fight in your next game accordingly!  

At the end of the month, I will check which Alliances have the most DP at each map location, and if 
they have beaten the location’s DP Threshold. Those who have will conquer those locations, and 
score the location’s Campaign Victory Points for their Alliance. Which Alliance owns which 
locations will be shown using pins in the map.  

Finally, note that from month 2 onwards, Alliances that conquered locations start with ⅓ of the DP 
threshold in those locations (so if you capture a location with a DP threshold of 15, your Alliance 
starts the next month with 5 DP there.) After all, just because you conquered somewhere doesn’t 
mean the enemy aren’t sneaking in to take it back, the population aren’t getting sick of your rule, or 
the strange phenomena of the Mortal Realms themselves aren’t turning against you!  

In Summary: 

1.) find an opponent and make sure you both have what feels like fairly matched armies.  

2.) pick a map location to fight over - dice off if necessary 

3.) play your game 

4.) calculate the winner and loser DP (Dominance Points) 

5.) email me the game results 

6.) at the end of the month, most DP and beaten DP Threshold means your Alliance captures 
that objective, scoring it's CVP and earning it's bonus for next month.  
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THE MAP LOCATIONS 

Below you can find a full list of the locations on the map that your Alliances will fight over. In each 
case you will find: 

LOCATION: The location’s name 

DP THRESHOLD: Minimum DP an Alliance needs to have scored in this location, this month, in 
order to capture it.  

CVP: How many Campaign Victory Points your Alliance earns if it controls the location at the end of 
the month. 

BONUS: The minor in-game bonus that the location offers to players from the Alliance that 
controlled it at the end of the previous month.  

 

LOCATION: The Penumbral Fortress 

DP THRESHOLD: 45 

CVP: 15 

BONUS: Pick one model with the  Hero  keyword in your army. For this game, they gain a Chillblade, 
which gives them 3 additional Attacks at 3+ to hit and 3+ to wound, with a Rend of -2 and D3 
Damage.  

 

LOCATION: The Poxrot Sprawl 

DP THRESHOLD: 45 

CVP: 15 

BONUS: Pick one model with the  Hero  keyword in your army. Once during this game, they may 
attempt to summon a unit of  Nurgle Daemons  as per the Summoning Spell on that unit’s Warscroll. 
If the model attempting the Summoning spell does not have the  Wizard  keyword, only roll 1D6 to 
attempt to cast the spell.  

 

LOCATION: The Dome of Seers 

DP THRESHOLD: 15 

CVP: 5 

BONUS: Add +1 to your rolls for Priority for the duration of this game. 

 

LOCATION: The City of Hallowgild 

DP THRESHOLD: 45 

CVP: 15 
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BONUS: For this game, your General wears the Crown of Command, which increases the range of his 
or her Command Abilities by 6”. 

 

LOCATION: Ruins of Ironholt 

DP THRESHOLD: 30 

CVP: 10 

BONUS: Pick one unit in your army that does not have any of the  Hero ,  Monster  or  War Machine 
keywords. For this game, that unit gains a +1 modifier to its Armour Save, to a maximum of 2+. 

 

LOCATION: Shimmerglass Spire 

DP THRESHOLD:15 

CVP: 5 

BONUS: For this game, any  Wizards  in your army receive a +1 bonus to their rolls to cast spells.  

 

LOCATION: Grimnir’s Forge 

DP THRESHOLD: 15 

CVP: 5 

BONUS: Pick one model with the  Hero  keyword in your army. For this game, they gain ur-gold 
armour, which replaces their normal save with the following: 3+ save that ignores the enemy’s Rend.  

 

LOCATION: Threshfire Dreadhold 

DP THRESHOLD: 15 

CVP: 5 

BONUS: Pick one model with the  Wizard  keyword in your army. For this game, that character knows 
the following spell. 
Lavastorm.  Casting value of 7. If successfully cast, pick one enemy unit within 18”. That unit suffers 
2D3 Mortal Wounds.  

 

LOCATION: Thornwend Sanctum 

DP THRESHOLD: 30 

CVP: 10 

BONUS: Pick one unit in your army that does not have any of the  Hero ,  Monster  or  War Machine 
keywords. For this game, that unit recovers D6 lost Wounds at the start of each Hero Phase. These 
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should be applied to existing models if possible, but may then restore fallen models up to original 
starting strength of the unit.  

 

LOCATION: Aelfgar 

DP THRESHOLD: 15 

CVP: 5 

BONUS: For this game, any  Wizards  in your army receive a +1 bonus to their rolls to unbind spells.  

 

LOCATION: The Silent City 

DP THRESHOLD: 30 

CVP: 10 

BONUS: For this game, you have a pool of 3 x (1D6) re-rolls (so 3 dice to re-roll over the course of the 
game) that you may use at any time. Each one allows a single D6 to be re-rolled, and no dice may be 
re-rolled more than once. 

 

LOCATION: Bleak Henge 

DP THRESHOLD: 15 

CVP: 5 

BONUS: For this game, the enemy must add +1 to their Battleshock rolls if they are within 8” of any of 
your units.  

 

 

COLLECTING, PAINTING AND WRITING – THE ARTISANS 

Campaign games aren’t the only way to earn CVP (Campaign Victory Points) for your Alliance in 
this campaign. While conquering and holding territory is obviously important in war, so is raising 
new armies, equipping them in your generals livery, readying them for battle, and spreading 
propaganda about their might and exploits.  

As such, players can earn CVP for their Alliance each month as follows. (Note that, in each case, it's 
only the first example of each of these things per month that earns you CVP).  

- For the first Warscroll’s worth of models that you paint each month, you earn 1 CVP 
for your Alliance. The models should ideally be painted from scratch, though if you’ve had a 
unit, monster or whatever sat around half done for ages, here’s your excuse to get them 
finished! It doesn’t matter if it's a single character or a regiment of 50 infantry, it's worth 1 
CVP (the point here is to collect the army you want, not engage in gamesmanship - the 
victory point is just a nice bonus). When your unit is painted, just email me a heads up of 
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what you painted and I’ll award the CVP to your Alliance straight away, along with adding 
your name and the warscroll in question to the Artisans’ Wall doc for everyone to see.  

- For the first piece of scenery that you paint each month, you earn 2 CVP for your 
Alliance. This can be a warscroll-applicable piece of scenery, or something you’ve built 
yourself - so long as it's a useable, appropriate piece of scenery for Age of Sigmar, you earn 2 
CVP. When your scenery is painted, just email me to let me know and tell me what you 
painted;  I’ll award the CVP to your Alliance straight away, along with adding your name and 
the scenery piece in question to the Artisans’ Wall doc for everyone to see.  

- For the first Warscroll Battalion that you complete (ie at least minimum number of 
models for the battalion fully built and painted) each month, you earn 3 CVP for your 
Alliance, or 5 CVP if the formation is made up of 3 or more smaller Warscroll Battalions. 
We’re not going to be overly pernickity about insisting that you collect and paint all the 
models in that Warscroll Battalion from scratch for the campaign, but if you can at least try 
to make sure that you add a warscroll or so in order to FINISH the battalion that would be 
great. Please don’t claim points for a formation that you already had fully built and painted… 
When your Warscroll Battalion is complete, just email me to let me know and tell me what 
you painted;  I’ll award the CVP to your Alliance straight away, along with adding your name 
and the Warscroll Battalion in question to the Artisans’ Wall doc for everyone to see.  

- For the first piece of short fiction you write each month you earn 2 CVP for your 
Alliance. You can write bios for your characters, accounts of battles, or any other fun little 
accompanying background stuff you can think of to do with the Gate of Stars campaign. It 
needs to be no shorter than 100 words, and no longer than 500. Please email them to me 
(and try to give them a spell check and a once over before submitting, as I’m not going to edit 
them or anything). I will award the CVP to your Alliance, put your name and a note of what 
you wrote on the Artisans’ Wall, and your fiction piece will be included with the following 
month’s newsletter!  
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